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SECTION 7 
PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION 

 
 
7.1 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
 
The annual evaluation of faculty performance is critical to the professional development of individual faculty 
members.  General guidelines and requirements for evaluations of various faculty are provided below: 
 

A. For academic faculty the evaluation focuses on performance during the evaluation period in the 
areas of teaching, scholarship, and service, as appropriate.  The faculty performance evaluation is 
the primary source of information for employment decisions regarding compensation, promotion, 
tenure, appointment renewal and other performance-related employment actions.  All annual 
evaluations will be submitted to the appropriate Dean for review and approval. 

 
B. For tenure-track assistant professors, a Preliminary Tenure Review, in accordance with paragraph 

8.1.4 below, shall be conducted by the department promotion and tenure committee and the 
department head.   

 
C. For all tenure-track faculty, the department head's comments concerning the candidate's progress 

toward promotion and tenure shall be included on the candidate's annual evaluation form.   
 

D. Ranked research faculty (i.e., Research Assistant Professor, Research Associate 
Professor, and Research Professor) are required to complete the same faculty 
performance evaluation process as other academic faculty. The performance evaluation 
is the primary source for employment decisions regarding compensation and promotion. 
Remunerated research faculty positions that are not ranked (i.e., Research Associates, 
Research Support, and Postdoctoral Researchers) are evaluated in accordance with the 
process established by Mines Human Resources. All evaluations are to be reviewed by 
the next-level supervisor.  

D. For research professors of all ranks and for Graduate Faculty who are not otherwise included in 
another annual evaluation process, the faculty member’s direct supervisor shall conduct annual 
evaluations. For this evaluation, a research professor or a Graduate Faculty member shall provide 
their supervisor a current curriculum vitae and a memorandum highlighting assignments and 
professional activities completed over the past evaluation period. The supervisor shall review these 
and issue a performance assessment of either: meets expectations for the current position; or does 
not meet expectations for the current position. In the case of a performance assessment not 
meeting expectations, the supervisor shall provide a written explanation, forward the entire 
package to the faculty member’s Department Head for review and comment, and then discuss the 
evaluation with the research faculty member. If the faculty member disagrees with the performance 
evaluation, they may appeal the review to the appropriate Dean. 

 
E. For administrative and athletics faculty, annual evaluations shall be conducted in accordance with 

the process established through Mines Human Resources.   All evaluations will be reviewed by the 
next level supervisor.  Additionally, the appropriate Dean, Vice President or President may also be 
a reviewer. 

 




